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"We give our sets about the 
same amount of use, but your `B' 

batteries always last longer than 
mine. What's your secret?" 

"WHY, there's really no deep, dark 
secret about it. It's simply knowing 
what are the right size batteries to buy 
for your set." 

"Yes, but what do you mean by 
right size ?" 

"The right size depends on the num- 
ber of tubes in your set. The more 
tubes you have, the bigger the `B' bat- 
tery you need to give you long, eco- 
nomical service. Just follow the rules 
laid down by Eveready and you can't 
make a mistake." These are the rules 
and the results: 

On all but single tube sets -con- 
nect a "C" battery *. The length 
of service given below is based on 

its use. 

On 1 to 3 tubes -use Eveready 
No. 772. Listening in on the 
average of 2 hours daily, it will 
last a year or more. 

*NOTE: A "C" battery greatly increases the life of 
your "B" batteries and gives a quality of reception 
unobtainable without it. Radio sets may easily be 
changed by any competent radio service man to per- 
mit the use of a "C" battery. 

On 4 or more tubes - use the 
Heavy -Duty "B" Batteries, either 
No. 770 or the even longer -lived 
Eveready Layerbilt No. 486. 
Used on the average of 2 hours 
daily, these will last 8 months or 
longer. 
The above rules will give you the 

maximum of "B" battery life and 

LEFT - No. 
486, for 4. 
5 or snore 
tube,. 85.50. 
RIGHT- EVE, - 

eady Dry Cell 
napio "A" 
Battery, 1% 

volta. 

EVEREADY 
Radio Batteries 

-they last longer 

economy. Of course, if you listen in 
more than 2 hours a day, which is the 
universal year -round average, your "B" 
batteries will not . last quite so long, 
and if you listen less they will last 
longer. Eveready "B" Batteries give 
a pure, steady, noiseless current, the 
kind of current that is absolutely essen- 
tial if you prize pure tone. 

Send for booklet, "Choosing and 
Using the Right Radio Batteries," sent 
free on request. There is an Eveready 
dealer nearby. 

Manufactured and guaranteed by 

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC. 

New York San Francisco 
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited 

Toronto, Ontario 

Tuesday night means Eveready Hour -S P. M., 
Eastern Standard Time, through the following stations: 
aEAa New York wsAI Cincinnati 
WJAa Providence i wTAet Cleveland 
v Ei Boston wwj Detroit 
%emu Worcester woN Chicago 
wag Philadelphia woe Davenport 
wca Bufalo wcco Minneapolis 
wean Pittsburgh St. Paul 

. assi-St. Louis 
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brIng your 
mdto set 
uprpdQtc 

for greter dis n ce7 

for bigger volume- - 
for finer ton..e 

EW RADIOTRONS- new perform- 
s ance- better radio ! By keeping 
up with the progress of the Radiotron 
laboratories, you can get new results 
with your old set -keep it up to date. 
If you have a storage battery set, here 
is the way to equip it now, to make it 
many times better: 

Z. Distance! Take out the detector 
tube and put the new RCA Radio- 

trop U X - 200 - A in the socket. This 
newest development of RCA research 
means greater sensitivity- longer dis- 
tance reach. 

2. Quality! Put all genuine RCA 
Radiotrons UX -2o1-A in the radio 

frequency sockets, and the first audio 
stage. 

3. Volume, and finer tone! Use either 
power tube, Radiotron UX -112 or 

Radiotron UX -171 in the last audio 
stage, for volume -full, clear -toned 
volume. 

With the laboratories of RCA, General 
Electric and Westinghouse steadily at 
work to develop Radiotrons, radio re- 
ception is being improved year by year. 
Many of these improvements can be 
made right in your old set. Keep pace 
with Radiotrons. And, for your own 
protection, always look for the RCA 
mark on the base and inside the glass 
of every tube you buy. 

RADIOTRON 
UX- 200 -A- 
special detector 
tube for storage 

battery sets. 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
New York Chicago San Francisco 

7,,IWAelkadiotron 
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE RADIOLA 
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EDITORIAL 
SITUATION has developed this summer which 

is of great importance to manufacturers of radio 
sets said radio p:uts. The first signs of it came 
from the conipanios making complete sets. 

There was a general understanding that 1027 model 
sets would be ready on July first. At that date. some 
were and some were not. 

Checking up, we found that those xvho were not 
ready were waiting to see exactly what the others 
had clone before committing themselves definitely as 
to circuits and niecitanical details. 

Going farther, we found that those who were will- 
ing to go ahead on their own judgment. rather than 
on the judgment of their competitors. were the ones 
who controlled their own production in plants now 
quipped to make practically every part except those 
involving very special processes. 

Now, these concerns include practically all those 
who are established in the trade. and who are finan- 
cially sound. This leaves the work-bench-and-solder- 
ing-iron factories, where parts from other companies 
are simply assembled into sets. pretty much out in 
the cold not only in merchandise competition but in 
price cmapetitiou. 

Furthermore, it leaves the Pants manufacturers with 
:1 greatly reduced market for their products unless 
they are willing to take the credit risk of selling the 
set-assembling companies. This. applies, of coarse, to 
competitive parts not protected by patents. 

This fall ovcr\ouo i- iv:Uwhing the parts conap:niios 
to see what they :ire going to do. Those who haoe 
the fallacious notion that there is no yore consumer 
lousiness on parts, that set -building is all over, might 
feel that they will just quit or turn to other lines. 

But those who have a real perspective of the indus- 
try cram see more business and more Profitable Iotsi- 
ness ahead for those who can combine merlannlising 
RIO advertising ability with manufacturing skill. 

Consider, for example. that the sales of the S. S. 
Kresge Stores, where the highest price is $4.99. are 
greater than that of the largest radio jobber in the 
country. The largest :Ind best oolniloped radio factory 
in the world sells its output too Kresge. and that is 
only one of many sources of supply for the Kresge 
Company. 

The prices, the quality of merchandise. the com- 
pleteness of the stock, and the genuine customer serv- 
ice of a Kresge radio department makes the biggest 
gyp store on Cortlandt Street look as if it's five years 
behind the times. 

Much of the success of the Kresge stores is due to 
the fact that they adhere, throughout the season, to 
the lines with which they start. and back tip these 
lines with construction books and blue prints. 

And there is the lesson of literature for both matin- 
facturers and parts dealers Books and blue prints 
are absolutely essential to quantity parts sales. Inde- 
pendent dealers are learning to demand good con- 
struction sales helps. and the manufacturers who «ill 
replace lost sales to set companies by profitable con- 
sumer busines are working seriously on this sales job. 

Moreover, they are almost ready to discover that 
Parts and construction kits have to be sold on the 
basis that the fun of radio is building your own, on 
the hobby idea -not in competition, on price or per- 
formance. with complete sets. 

Watch the clever parts manufacturer this fall. and 
you'll see some new ideas in advertising and mer- 
chandising. Those who aren't lining up their sales 
plans that way, either independently or in coopera- 
tion with others who make non -competing parts. won't 
last through the season. 

M. B. SLEEPER, Editor. 
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In the August Issue 
The first engineering article describing the tech- 

ideal features of the big Zenith receiver will appear 
in RADIO ENGINEERING for August. Detailed photo- 
graphs will show how the set is built and why such 
remarkable results have been obtained with it. 

No one ever heard of a C battery eliminator, but 
Mr. Dallin, of the Acme Apparatus Company has 
given as the circuit and constants for one and has 
explained why a C battery eliminator is an im- 
portant adjunct to a B battery eliminator in locations 
where the voltage of the supply line fluctuates. 

In August you will also find articles on the Grebe 
short wave receiver. a power supply unit for the 
l'S -7u short wave transmitter, a new idea in radio 
enstruction sets. using the Benjamin coils, and we 
have been promised some new things designed by 
'McMurdo Silver. If they come in time, they will 
make another particularly interesting construction 
article. 

In the September Issue 
September will have advance news about a great 

many things that RADIO ENGINEERING has been work- 
ing on all this summer, and about which not more 
than half a dozen people have heard so far. 

They have to do with a number of different things 
which are interesting to the technical men and set 
builders, and will make the September number more 
useful than ever before. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
Published monthly by M. B. SLSLPda, Inc., Publication 
office, Lyon Block, Albany, New York. Editorial and Gen- 
eral offices, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York, N. Y. Printed 
in U. S. A. Yearly subscription $2.00 ln U. S. and Canada 
ten shillings in foreign countries. Entered as second class 
matter at the postoffice at Albany. New York. January 9, 
1925, under the act of March 8, 1879. 
Bryan S. Davis, Advertising Manager; E. H. Moran, 
Western Representative, 307 N. Michigan Blvd.. Chicago, Ill. 
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The Pioneer «A" Power Unit 
is now a recognized basic 

improvement in radio 

The new Unipower is quickly and 
easily installed -and fits comf art- 
ably inside most radio cabinets. 

The first cost is the last! 
Unipower's first cost is moderate - and the first cost is 
the last because Unipower' contains no tubes, bulbs, 
lamps; nor any working parts that require frequent and 
expensive replacement. Unipower will last for years. 
Compared with dry "A" battery operation, Unipower 
pays for itself over and over again. 

The standard Unipower operates from alternating cur- 
rent, 110 -125 volt -60 cycle. The 4-volt type is for sets 
using 199 tubes or equivalent and retails for $35.00. The 
6 volt type is for sets using 201 -A tubes or equivalent and 
retails for $40.00. West of the Rockies, prices are slightly 
higher. (Special models, 25 -50 cycle are available.) 

FREE! Write for interesting booklet, "Uni - 
power, a triumph in radio power." 

Radio Engineering, July, 1926 

THE failure of "A" batteries - the con- 
stant recharging and replacing of storage 
batteries and dry cells- these are fre- 

quent worries that have caused one of the 
most serious problems in radio. Now they are 
eliminated. The important problem of "A" 
power supply is finally solved. 

Three years ago the engineers of the Gould 
Storage Battery Company developed a new 
source of permanent "A" current power -the 
"trickle charge" principle. The result was 
Unipower- radio's first complete "A" power 
unit. The "trickle charge" principle, perfected 
in Unipower, has received the unqualified 
endorsement of both the Institute of Radio 
Engineers and the Associated Manufacturers 
of Electrical Supplies. 

Automatic control oj set and power 
More than merely the pioneer "A" power 

unit, Unipower is a basic improvement in 
radio. It improves tone quality. It furnishes 
unfailing power. It is the only unit employing 
the "trickle charge" principle that also provides 
for rapid charging. It gives fool -proof automatic 
control of both set and power supply, regard- 
less of the type of "B" power used. 

Attempts have been made to duplicate Unipower. 
But the real reliability of such a "trickle charge" 
installation depends upon the proper relation of 
all elements involved. Simply to approximate the 
"trickle charge" principle does not mean that the 
battery will not become overcharged, or that the "A" 
current supply will not fail when it is wanted most. 

In Unipower only are all these features incorpor- 
ated. In Unipower only have those qualified to know 
found the final answer to the "A" power problem. 

THE GOULD STORAGE BATTERY CO., Inc. 
250 Park Avenue New York 

nipower 
Off when it's on. On when it's off 

Page ?.67 
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Use Dubilier Condensers 
in your Raytheon 

Eliminator 
Type PL 91 -A high voltage 
buffer condenser for use 
across the transformer sec- 
ondary -price $2.00 

Dubilier 
4itt([`eI1Sc'!' 

Type P191 
Cap. Mfd.._ a.pa 

O.C.WorkingVats _..400 
ACWwingVdu _... 220 
DUBILIER CONDENSER 
E RADIO CORPORATION 

C 

C 
e 

Type PL 90 -A complete 
filter system in one block 
with convenient taps -price 
$9.50. 

These new Dubilier condensers will make your Raytheon 
"B" Battery eliminator better. 

Type PL 91, is a .1 -.1 buffer condenser to be used across 
the secondary of the 110 volt input transformer. 
Type PL 90, contains all condensers needed in the filter 
circuit, and is tapped at 2, 2, 8, 1 and .5 mfds. 

Dubilier condensers are specially designed and constructed 
to withstand the high voltages used in "B" Battery elim- 
inators. They are the finest condensers obtainable for this 
purpose. 

Send 10c for our booklet, which shows fourteen ways in 
which you can improve your set by simple application of 
Dubilier condensers. 

4377 BRONX BLVD., NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Dubilier 
CONDENSER. AND RADIO CORPORATION 
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S. L. T. CONDENSERS 
Discussing the effect on tuning of condensers designed to combine 
the adt'antages of the separate-straight-line- types By. S.Cohen't 

F TEN broadcasting 
stations of equal 
power were located at 
points equally distant 

from your receiving set, and 
if they transmitted at fre- 
quencies 20 K.C. apart, a 
straight -line frequency con- 
denser would give the most 
perfect and satisfactory 
tuning. 

Again, if they were all 
long wave stations, operating from 500 
to 600 meters, the straight -line -capacity 
condenser would provide the best 
separation. 

And to take a third case, if these 
ten stations were operating on wave 
lengths 10 meters apart, the straight - 
line -wave length condenser would dis- 
tribute the stations equally around the 
dial. 
In actual practice, not one of these 

three conditions is ever met exactly. 
A variable condenser can be designed 
to bring together or separate stations 
at any part of the condenser scale. 
The problem is not necessarily that of 
producing straight -line calibration of 
one sort or another, but of producing 
a rate of capacity- change which gives 
a reasonably even distribution of sta- 
tions over the dial. 

Any condenser with off-set plates 
can be considered the equivalent of 
a variable ratio gear applied to a 

Fig. 1. Separate stator and rotor units of the S.L.T. con- 
denser, and a view of the assembled Instruments 

Chief Engineer, General Instrument 
Corporation. 

straight-line-capacity condenser. As 
the dial is turned, the capacity is 
changed at varying rates of speed. 

The Metraliga condenser, Fig. 1. 

was designed for straight- line -tuning. 
That is, an even separation of the sta- 
tions. Other factors were considered. 
particularly the mechanical strength 
and ruggedness, on account of which 
several new features were introduced, 
as will be explained hater. However, 
the primary consideration was the 
present allocation of frequencies to 
the broadcasting stations. 

What actually happens is shown in 
Pig. 2. A typical assortment of sta- 
tions was selected -just what hun- 
dreds of thousands of people in New 
York tune in every night. 

The vertical lines indicate the num- 
ber of divisions on a 100 -division dial 
between each station. A condenser 
giving perfect separation would pro- 
duce lines in Fig. 2 all of the saute 
length. That is not possible, of course. 
and if it were, the stations to be heard 

STRAIGHT LIN[ CAPACI 

ñ O. 

L i 
iTRMNR LINE WRYEL[NOTN CONGLNf"R 

iIt another city would be 
onu'whttt tiiIIerent iu Ilistrl- 

hulinn nnywny. 
the same thin'. Ibore is 

a very definite difference in 
the seluuation effected by 
the different types, as the 
lines shotw, tant Illy atIttr,lty 
Of the stilteutt'itl manie ht 
the first three paragraphs of 
this article is borne tait by 
the chart. 

l'he S.L.C. condenser is obviously 
objectionable, the S.L.1V. condenser is 
titi slightly better, the S.L.F. con- 

denser is a further improvement, the 
combination type, designated as 
is Most nearly perfeeI. 

A calibration dove of the Aletraligu 
s.i..T. condenser shows that it gives 
S.L.T. Iuning from u tu Jn divisions, 
S.L.W. tuning from .,n to so divisions. 
and S.I..t:, Matting from so I., lait divi- 
sions. This can be checked by refer- 
ence to the chart in Pig. 2. 

flore of the story is told in l'ifs. 1 

:ltd 3. The accepted low -l..,: design 
bas been employed, with kantien in- 
snlntiul posts to support the stator 
plates. The rotor is semicircular in 
shape, with the cul out part in the 
stator. That was done to keep clown 
the panel space covered by the rotor 
plates. 

Extreme ruggedness in the stator 
unit is obtained by four -point :uspen- 

STRNMNT LINO IRCa INC, CONGERS R MCTRNLNN SLT C NG[N7CR 

Fig. 2. The length of the vertical lines Indicates the distance the dial must be turned to tune from one station to the next 
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siom. The plates are fitted into slotted 
strips at each end, at the center on 
the outside, and at the pointed part 
inside. The rotor has three-point sus- 
pension. There are the spacers (on the 
shaft, the strip nu the outside at the 
right. and another set of spacers in- 
side the plates. That is wade possible 
by the cut out shape of the stator. 
The added suspension points MI the 
rotor and stator absolutely assure per - 
manence of calibration. a feature of 
Particular importance when the shafts 
are coupled together fur single- control 
tuning. 

Until an entirely new system of 
wavelength -allocation is determined 
upon by the Department of Commerce, 
variable condensers must be designed 
for air conditions. rather than to meet 
an arbitrary calibration curve. 

The Equinaatic System 
TREMENDOUS amount of in 

A lerest is evident among set and 
kit manufacturers in the l.goi 
matie receiving system. Already 

kits.- and sets are being designed for 
fall delivery by sotie of the larger 
concerns, and (others. to whom the de- 
tails of the method have been dis- 
closed. are making final tests. 

The important feature of the i (iui- 
matic equipment is that it auto - 
tuaticaIly equalizes the radio fre- 
quency amplification over the entire 
wavelength range. It is well known 
Ihat sets tend tu oscillate at low wave- 
lengths, and fall off badly in amplifi- 
cation at the tipper end of the range, 
giving normally good results only 
around the middle of the band. 

This fault is uvercuate by the Equi- 
malic systems. and, in so doing, other 
operating c(omditiiins are iutpritved. 

There is still opportunity to obtain 
licenses for the Eiuimatir system, al- 
though very little time remains because 
licenses which are still un-issued will 
be taken up well in advance of the 
time for fall production. 

Cunningham Tube Equivalence 
Soute (Intrusion has arisen concern- 

ing tue Cunningham tube equivalence 
of ltadiotrons, since the introduction 
of a number of new types. 

All Cunningham tubes have C for 
the first letter of the type number in- 
stead of U, as is the case with Radio - 
trons. Where the X type is used, they 
are designated as ('X. Then, add 1 
to the first figure of the numerals. 

In other words, the UX- 201. -A is 
translated into UX-301-A, but the 
UV -199 is C -299. 

This simple rule will be found help- 
ful in determining the type numbers 
for Cunningham tubes when only the 
Radiotron numbers are known. 
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Fig. 1. Designs and lettering, made from original drawings by artists skilled in this work, are applied to the metal panels in lithographic presses 

Manufacturing Metal Panels 
Glimpses into the processes by which metal pane.ts are blanked 

out and decorated -By C. F. McLaughlin* 

THE manufacture and decoration 
of etched metal panels involves 
the labor and skill of such a 
surprising number of crafts 

and trades as to invest this recently 
developed branch of the radio industry 
with a degree of interest wholly unex- 
pected to one who has never before 
investigated metal etching as a com- 
mercial art. 

This diversity of processes, all con - 
triltuting to the one finished product, 
is astonishing to those who are ac- 
quainted only with the finished panels. 
Among the many manufacturing units 
employed by the Crowe Naine Plate 
and Mfg Co., in whose plant the ac- 
companying photographs were taken 
are a completely equipped printing 
plant for offset printing and 
lithography on metal; an extensive 
punch press department for machining, 
blanking and shaping metal products; 
a department in which are trade the 
required tools and dies ; and depart- 
ments for sheet metal buffing, lacquer- 
ing, plating and finishing ; not to men- 
tion the large areas devoted to the var- 
ious processes of chemical etching. To 
provide for rapid increases in pro- 
ductive capacity at the peak of the 
radio manufacturing season, several 
of the major departments are dupli- 
cated in two distinct units, each com- 
plete in itself. 

As far as practicable, all panel pro- 
'Crowe Name Plate & Mfg. Co., Chicago. 

duction is handled in departments spe- 
cifically devoted to panels, as distin- 
guished from the ut her types of etched 
products made Ity the Company, 
thereby providing in effect a distinct 
factory organization for serving the 
panel requirements of set (makers. In 
addition, the Company maintains an 
art department, in which are produced 
the original drawings for plates and 
panels ; specially designed equipment 
for producing the printing plates or 
transfers used in offset printing, and a 
laboratory, in charge of a qualified 
chemist, where innovations and im- 
provements are in constant develop- 
ment. 

The metals best adapted for radio 
panels are brass and bronze the elec- 
trical properties of which, as applied 
to radio, were thoroughly analyzed in 
the February 1926 issue of RADIO EN- 
GINEERING. While the adaptability of 
metal as a panel material was long 
known to radio engineers, the problem 
of engraving suitable markings, scales 
and decorations on metal, together 
with that of attaining desirable finish 
effects for use on high -class receivers, 
prevented the general use of metal 
panels until the etching process was 
applied and found eminently adapted 
to the peculiar requirements of the 
radio industry. By the etching proc- 
ess, which has been utilized on. a com- 
mercial basis in this country for per- 
haps less than a quarter- century, the 
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Fig. 3. Panels are set up to dry and are moved about the factory in specially 
constructed racks 

characters and decorations are brought 
out in relief by etching away the back- 
ground or undecorated surface of the 
metal, to which the required design 
and lettering have first been trans- 
ferred by offset lithography. The let- 
tering and decorations thus become an 
integral part of the metal, and not be- 
ing applied by means of enamels, inks, 
or hronre powders, nor their perma- 
nency dependent on surface lacquers, 
the durability of this form of engrav- 
ing is readily apparent. 

To meet the varying requirements of 
consumers of etched metal products 
and radio panels entails carrying in 
stock many tons of sheet metals - 
bronze, brass, aluminum, zinc, nickel 
silver -in many different widths and 
thicknesses. These metals are received 
from the mills in strips or sheets, 
Packed hi cases of considerable bulk. 
The first step in the manufacture of 
the metal panel -after completing the 
design and printing transfer -is the 
Preparatory work on the mill sheets. 
To facilitate quick handling in the 
plant, the mill sheets are transported 
by means of a traveling crane from the 
stock room to the preparatory depart- 

_ 
ment, where they are cut into the re- 
quired sizes for processing, and un- 
dergo the necessary grinding or huff- 
ing to provide the proper surface for 
any desired finish. From this prepar- 
atory stage the metal goes to the print- 
ing room. a section of which is shown 
in Fig. 1, to receive by offset lithogra- 
phy from previously prepared plates 
an impression of the design or letter- 
ing which is to be etched on the panel. 

From the printing department, save 
for certain intermediate steps occa- 
sioned by different finishes, the panels 
progress to the etching department. 
This chemical etching is perhaps the 
most inteiesting and highly specialized 
process in the manufacture of metal 
panels. Various chemical solutions 

Radio Engineering, July, 1926 

and methods of treatment are, of 
course, required for different metals 
and to produce variations in finish. 
These solutions are contained in large 
vats or tanks into which the panels 
are immersed to undergo the etching 
process. 

Next. in the line of major opera- 
tions, are the machino work and finish- 

plates, include many millions of name 
plates for the machinery, electrical, 
automobile and kindred industries. 

Special equipment and powerful 
presses are assigned to radio panels. 
the holes and openings in which are 

Pierced at one stroke from multiple 
punches. thus. insuring absolute accur- 
acy as to location. equipment 
is used in produ lug panels with 
formed openings. escutcheons or ccowl- 

tetpttuchings. for receivers having dials 
mounted behind the panel. 

Among the new sets for this fall. 
there are several different design sys- 
tems. Some sets are made with a east 
metal chassis, generally aluminum. to 
carry the weight of the various parts. 
so that the metal panel is simply used 
as an instrument board. ether outfits. 
using heavier front panels. have all or 
a part of the instruments supported 
by the front panel.' In that case, the 
front panel is securely fastened to t 

cabinet. 
Many of the sub panels are being 

stamped from metal. There is econ- 
omy in this arrangement particularly 
because all machine work is elimi- 
nated, and because no individual fit- 
ting is required wheñ the set is as- 
sembled. Since solid stamping dies 
are used, absolute uniformity is main- 
tained, and there is no wear, as is the 
case with drilling jigs. which may 
bring the holes out of place. 

Some of the sub panels are finished 
with etching of various sorts, while 
others use the plain metal buffed to 
an attractive finish. 

Fig. 2. A part of the stamping department, where holes are punched and 
shapes stamped into the panels 

ing. A view of the machine and punch 
press department, Fig. 2, will convey 
an idea of the extensive facilities util- 
ized' for such mechanical details as 
cutting to size, blanking, piercing, and 
forming the etched and sheet metal 
products of the Crowe factory, which, 
in addition to radio panels, dials, and 

special 

The making of metal panels repre- 
sents a new art, which has called forth 
new phases of productive energy and 
skill, and the amplification of these 
elements in an old and established in- 
dustry emphasizes the growing import- 
ance of radio as an industrial factor 
in widely diversified fields. 
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Fig. 1. The assembled receiver with the covers of the four tuning units removed. The exact construction of the shields Is shown in Fig. 7 

Why Sets Are Shielded 
Explaining the use of shielding to obtain more R.F. amplifica- 
tion, selectivity, and freedom from distortion -By Ray H. Manson* 

IN deciding upon the use of total 
shielding in its receivers, the 
Stromberg- Carlson Company had 
three main objects in view ; in- 

creased power, adequate selectivity, 
and a nearer approach to perfect tonal 
reproduction. The first was made 
necessary by the advent of the cone 
type of producer, the second by the 
increased congestion of the wave 
bands, and the third by the demand of 
the public that the radio receiver take 
its place in the home as a musical in- 
strument. 

An increase in power could have 
been obtained by an additional stage 
of audio amplification but this would 
not have improved tone quality or in- 
creased distanc- ability perceptibly, 
which was our aim. It was decided 
that whatever increase in power was 
to be made should be made in the 
radio end of the receiver. Working 
upon the standard five tube Neutro- 
dyne circuit as a foundation, the prob- 
lem resolved itself into the addition of 
another stage of radio frequency am- 
plification. It was through the ex- 
perimentation along this line that the 
Stromberg- Carlson system of total 
shielding was developed. 

Cascade amplification, aâ exempli- 
fied in the two -stage and three -stage 
receiver, requires several tuned cir- 
cuits to be coupled together through 
vacuum tubes. To avoid regeneration 
and the resultant disturbing oscilla- 
tions, it is necessary to eliminate all 
coupling between the successive cir- 
cuits in order that regeneration will 
not produce undesirable sharpness of 
tuning, and uncontrollable oscillations. 
Prior to Professor Hazeltine's develop- 
ment of the Neutrodyne receiver, the 

Chief Engineer, Stromberg -Carlson. 

one coupling which stood in the way of 
successful cascade amplification was 
the coupling introduced into the vac- 
uum tube itself by the capacity be- 
tween grid and plate. His method of 
balancing out this capacity effect 
within the tube has eliminated the un- 
desirable effects of this coupling. 

In addition to tube capacity, there 
is coupling between adjacent radio 
frequency coils and also between non- 
adjacent coils as well as capacity 
effects between the several coils and 
the antenna, all of which must be 
neutralized if efficient and stable op- 
eration is to be had. In a two -stage 
receiver, inter -stage coupling can be 
nullified by tilting the coils at an 
angle, and capacity effects between 
antenna and coils are so slight as to 
be practically negligible. In a three - 
stage receiver, however, all these must 
be neutralized. There are four 
tuned circuits and in order to neu- 
tralize all capacity effects, six neu- 
tralizations would be required. This 
would be unweildly and has led to the 
conclusion that if three or more stages 
of radio frequency amplification are 
used, complete metallic shielding is 

I+I41h y44FT 
aemnG WAR 

SELECTOR 
volt i 

necessary. In addition to these coup- 
lings, there are other incidental ones 
which must be eliminated to produce a 
successful receiver and which are also 
nullified by the shielding. 

Briefly then, the advantages of total 
shielding as applied to Neutrodyne re- 
ceivers are as follows : 

1 -Due to the removal of stray capa- 
city and inductive coupling, the use of 
shielding makes possible the construc- 
tion of three or four -stage tuned radio 
frequency amplifiers. 

2 -With complete shielding perfect 
neutralization can be obtained. 

3- Magnetic or capacity pick -up of 
interfering signals on intermediate cir- 
cuits is eliminated. 

4-The number of tuning adjust- 
ments can be reduced to two, inas- 
much as three of the tuned circuits can 
be tuned by gang condensers. The 
antenna circuit differs from the others 
in that no tube precedes it and it was 
consequently decided to tune the 
antenna stage by a separate control, 
making two dials for the four tuned 
circuits. 

This reduction in the number of con- 
trols introduces some mechanical 
problems that require special treat- 
ment. It is obvious that all three of 
the tuning coils in the 2nd, 3rd and 
4th tuning circuits must be alike in in- 
ductance and that the three associated 
capacities must match for each setting 

Fig. 3. Mechanism of the bearings and 
micrometer adjustment 

of the station selector throughout the 
complete scale. 

The construction of the tuning sys- 
tem must be such that it will not be 
disturbed by rough handling during 
shipment or by subsequent wear of the 
driving mechanism or by mechanical 
displacement through temperature 
changes. The requirement that each 
of the three condensers be enclosed in 
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Flg. 2. Details of the triple condenser. Note that the three rotors are adjustably fastened to the solid steel shaft 
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Fig. 5. All the circuit data on the 

individual shields also complicates the 
problem. In this six tube receiver 
these problems have been solved by 
employing a chassis construction that is 
entirely new to radio design. A heavy 
steel angle -iron framework with suit- 
able steel cross members serves as a 
base upon which all the apparatus is 
mounted. The complete chassis 
assembly with tops of shields removed 
is shown in Fig. 1. 

The three tuning condensers shown 
at the right of Fig. 1 are driven by a 
solid, one -piece, 5/16 -inch steel shaft 
which extends from the station selec- 
tor dial pointer through the hollow 
sleeve- shafts of the separate conden- 
sers and the three main shaft support- 
ing bearings as illustrated in the cross - 
section diagram, Fig. 2. An adjust- 
able, flexible, spring -type bearing is 
employed to provide against shaft 
looseness due to wear. This type of 
bearing adjustment is shown more 
clearly in Fig. 3. The one -piece driv- 
ing shaft mechanism is made possible 
by using a hollow sleeve type of rotor 
shaft on each tuning condenser, as in- 
dicated in Fig 2. This allows the in- 
dividual condensers to be assembled 
and accurately adjusted before mount- 
ing, just as for any single variable 
condenser, and later slid on the one - 
piece driving shaft and locked to the 
latter by two steel set screws, Fig. 2. 
Thus the one -piece shaft serves mainly 
as a means for revolving the three con- 
denser rotor plate assemblies, provid- 
ing a positive drive similar to that 
employed in the full- floating rear axle 
of a modern automobile. 

This scheme of construction is made 
still more practicable by adjustable 
fastenings for each condenser frame- 
stator assembly -to the main driving 
shaft -bearing bracket, as shown in 
Fig. 3. An adjustable screw A passes 
through a clearance hole in the lug B 
of the main bearing bracket and 
threads into the lug D of the stator 
assembly. A spiral spring C serves to 
swing the assembly counter -clockwise 
when the adjusting screw is turned 
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Stromberg- Carlson shielded neutrodyne is given In this 

counter -clockwise and vice versa. This 
provides a simple and accurate means 
of condenser alignment. 

Thus it is that total shielding solves 
the problems of power and selectivity, 
the first through the use of a third 
stage of radio amplification which in- 
creases both power and distance abil- 
ity, the second by forcing the signal 
from the antenna to pass through four 
tuned circuits in series before reach- 
ing the detector tube. 

The problem of faithful tonal repro- 
duction is usually one primarily of the 
audio system, but in 
one of the radio system also. In trans- 
former coupled audio -frequency ampli- 
fiers, the individual transformers must 
be carefully designed so as to have suf- 
ficient impedance at the lower audio - 
frequencies to prevent a fall in amplifi- 
cation at these frequencies. Also, the 
distributed capacity and leakage in- 
ductance in the secondary must be con- 
sidered, in order that the transformers 
shall not have a greatly exaggerated 
amplification at these higher speech 

Fig. 7. The three parts of the Indi- 
vidual shields 

frequencies -the resonant frequency of 
the secondary leakage inductance with 
the distributed capacity of the sec- 
ondary. There are various methods 
of removing this second peak. It is 
felt, however, that too much stress has 
been laid in the past on the frequency 
characteristic of the individual trans- 
formers. The characteristic of the 
amplifier, as a whole, can be much 

O OC O 

PERMANENT 
9V SPEAKER 

C" BAT 

diagram 

distorted by regeneration at audio -fre- 
quency. Fig. 4 illustrates some of these 
effects. Curve A is the characteristic 
of an amplifier with all regenerative 
actions suppressed. Curves B and C 
show the characteristic of the same 
amplifier with distortion resulting 
from regeneration due to impedance in 
the common B current supply. Im- 
pedances sufficient to cause this type 
of distortion may be found in dry B 
batteries after a few weeks' use or in 
B socket power devices from the start. 
This type of distortion is probably the 
most common source of dissatisfaction 
with amplifiers now on the market. It 
can be removed by the use of a sep- 
arate detector B unit or by proper 
filter arrangements, which are pro- 
vided in the Stromberg- Carlson re- 
ceivers. 

Curve D illustrates a distortion aris- 
ing from capacity coupling between 
the output of the last tube and the 
detector grid, if grid detection is used. 
This is entirely removed by shielding 
the detector tube in a metal compart- 
ment. 

Curve D also illustrates a distortion 
arising from mechanical regeneration 
from the loud speaker to the elements 
of the detector tube. The use of 
spring cushion sockets is not satisfac- 
tory in preventing this type of distor- 
tion since the vibration is often trans- 
mitted through the air. A felt lined 
compartment for the detector tube has 
been found most successful in the re- 
ceiver described here. 

Distortion of this latter type is 
caused by microphonic action of the 
radio frequency tubes or even of the 
tuning condensers. The action is then 
a modulating one and only occurs 
when a carrier frequency is present. 
This is completely overcome by rigid 
design of chassis and by use of thick 
condenser plates. 

If any of the above- mentioned 
effects is present to an extent slightly 
greater than illustrated in Fig. 4, con- 
tinuous howling takes place. When 
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No matter how perfect the amplification of an A. it can be severely distorted by outside factors, curves show 

this takes place it is at once apparent. 
It is possible, however, that distortion 
may occur from these effects even 
though no continuous oscillation or 
howl takes place, unless the precau- 
tions cited above are put into practise. 

The audio transformers are specially 
designed to give flat voltage-amplifica- 
tion curve over the range of audio - 
frequencies that is considered essential 
to good quality reproduction. The 

ó o o o o 

F. trans - 
as these 

The neutralizing operations follow 
the usual practise except that it is not 
convenient to block the filament con- 
nection in the new X-type of tube 
sockets which are employed in this 
receiver. Instead. the positive B 90- 
volt supply wire is disconnected from 
a terminal, T,, T2, or T, Fig. 5, pro- 
vided on the bottom of each of the 
amplifier shields. By referring to the 
circuit, Fig. 5, it will be noticed that 

Fig. 6. The shielding is almost 100', perfect. Even the openings for replacing tubes are covered by caps 

usual second peak in the amplification 
curve, previously mentioned in this 
paper, is removed by the use of a 
short -circuiting band of copper applied 
around the outside of the secondary 
winding. 

As shown in the circuit diagram, 
Fig. 5, both stages of the audio system 
are connected to the loud speaker out- 
put binding posts and output phone 
jack at all times, thereby including 
sufficient audio amplification to insure 
ample volume of loud speaker signal 
without the common tendency to over- 
load the detector tube. 
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the radio frequency circuit is left in- 
tact when this B battery wire circuit 
is opened, as it is maintained from the 
transformer primary winding, P , P2, 
and 133, through the 1.0 mfd. by -pass 
condenser, M,, M2, and M,, to the F 
terminals of the tubes. Following the 
alignment of condensers and the neu- 
tralizing operations, a calibration 
curve of each receiver is drawn from 
points taken on the right hand station 
selector by means of a wave meter. 
The shields are then sealed in plaCe 
and the receiver is ready for shipment. 
Fig. 6 shows the shields assembled in 
the receiver. 

How to Use the Donle 
Detector Tube 

one of the dangers in introducing 
a new device is that, through misuse 
on the part of the purchasers, it may 
not achieve the reputation it deserves at the beginning. 

In some instances which have been 
brought to our attention, this is true 
of the Donle tube. 

To illustrate -We had a telephone 
call from the technical man 'in one of 
the New York stores. He was very 
much upset because, after inducing 
the purchasing department to put in 
a stock of Donle tubes, the first ship- 
ment proved, on examination, to be 
totally inoperative. 

"Oh yes," he said, "I tested them 
myself, so that I know that every one 
is defective. The filaments light all 
right, but they won't work." 

"How did you test them ?" we asked 
him. 

"Why on a regular tube testing out- 
fit. The regulation instrument we use 
for all tubes." 

"What did the meter show to be 
wrong with the tubes ?" 

"They were all open in the plate 
circuit, apparently, for they showed 
no plate current at all." 

That reply gave us the answer to 
his trouble. It is not possible to use 
an ordinary tube testing device for 
testing Donle tubes because their 
characteristics are totally different 
from the conventional detector- ampli- 
tier tubes. 

In place, the Dottie tube op- 
erates in an entirely different way 
from the regular tubes. The plate 
current generally runs around 0.2 mil- 
liampere. Most of the tube testing in- 
struments do not give any readable 
indication at this value. 

Another thing, the grid return nulkes 
,11:1l more difference with a Donle de- 

h.ct or tube than with a 201 -A, for ex- 
ple. This is shown in the circular 
which accompanies the tube, but a 
great many people seem to feel that 
they know more about the tube than 
the manufacturers, and, consequently, 
make mistakes. . The grid return 
should go directly to the positive fil- 
ament terminal of the socket. 

It is not enough to connect the grid 
return to the socket terminal marked 
plus. It is more important to see that 
the grid return goes to the socket 
terminal which is connected to the 
plus side of the A battery. 

The grid condenser should be of 
0.00025. Our experiences show that 
results on distant stations are fre- 
quently improved by using a gridleak 
value as high as 10 megohms. 
On the other hand, for local recep- 
tion, some experimenters report that 
the quality is improved by using a 
grid -leak of 0.5 to 2.0 megohms. 

The ,filament voltage and the plate 
voltage are sometimes slightly . criti- 
cal, that these valves May require 
adjustment. 
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The Bass Note Receiver 
An outfit designed by Daven to bring out the full strength of the 

low notes in the musical scale 

One of the nicest jobs we have seen 
for a long time, in the way of a re- 
ceiving set design suitable for honte 
construction is an outfit originally 
made as a test set assembled in the 
laboratory of the Daven Radio Com- 
pany. 

It was first constructed to demon- 
strate the Ability of a resistance 
coupled amplifier to reproduce the 
lower end Of the musical scale. So 
it happened that it was given the 
name Bass Note Receiver. 

The circuit is of the conventional 
type, correctly designed to operate at 
full efficiency with resistance coup- 
ling. The particular feature about the 
set. however, is the ease with which 
it can be assembled and its attractive 
appearance when completed. 

The inductances for the two stages 
of tuned R.F. and detector are of 
Daven manufacture, tuned by U. S. 

Tool single bearing condensers. They 
have Marco vernier dials on the front 
panel. 

The balance of the equipment is 
made up with three Benjamin sockets, 
Daven ballasts. Taxley rheostat and 
switch, a farter jack. and the Daven 
resistance amplifier unit. 

Most of the apparatus is carried on 
a wooden baseboard. `otite sets made 
titis way look rather disorderly be- 

cause of the necessity for having all 
the wiring above the panel. on this 
outfit, however. it works out very 
simply and neatly. 

Fig. 1 shows three viens of the as- 
sembled receitr. First is a rear view 
showing the set complete wired. Ili- 
Mu tithes are used for the detcclor 
and A.1'. a mid itier. Many eNperi- 
'neuters find that the lli -\Iu tithe is 
More sensitive as It detector than the 
201 -A type. The two R.l'. tithes are 
201 -A's. 

'l'he top view is shown nt the center. 
This photograph was taken \when only 
part of the wiring had been doue. 
This illustrates the arra1IL'1`11ne11t of 
the parts on the base panel. The three 
binding posts oit the left are for long 
or short antenna and gron1111. All the 
battery connections :tie made to the 
binding posts on the .t. F'. amplifier 
unit. The front \ietc IS al I he bot- 
tom. This arrangement is very neat 
and simple enough to suit the most 
exacting. 

Altpo it is too early to say defi- 
nitely. 511 far its advance of the sea- 
son. it appears probable that a groat 
many set 11111unfacturers will use re- 
sistance coupling on tuned R.F. re- 
ceivers. 

Companies who started in last fall 
with resistance amplification are us- 

ing it again f111' 1027 110 dels, :uol a 
number 11f olhers have taken it tilt. 
The introduction of the new met al lit 
gridlo :lies 11115 realIced a cousideralle 
factor of prejudice against resistance 
eonitling. for ninny engineers dial Ill 
feel that the Falter type gridlealcs 
\\ ere sufficiently dlepend:11de. owing to 
Iheir tendency to change in re5isl:une. 
Now, howower, Set can be shipped 
0111 t'il11 definite aSSnrauce that the 
11porati1111 of the .\.1". end will not 
change over a period of time from any 
changing coust:tats in the resistances. 

The tuned it. F. I ransfertio'rs for 
this set are unusual in that they are 
of much smaller size I11:n1 sets of coils 
previously supplied by other concerns. 
The 11155(15 iu the coils tar Itrotwtidy sit 
low Ihat the difference 1ett\oou thous 
:11111 I Ile coils of 511- culled low en- 
5lructhut will 1101 show up ill the opera - 

io of t Ile sot They 1111 t'e (Ile 1111r:1 II- 

Iage. in being 51111111. of 11 nn1h11 511u1Iler 

electro- magnetic field. The larger the 
coil. the greater the field around it :tort 

the greater the magnetic linkage ttith 
other Inning circuits. 

Al the ]lathe Engineering Laboratory 
we are experiment iug with coils of e1y 

51111111 Size ill See if it is not possible to 

maintain low losses :lad 111 the saute 
time cut down the mechanical dimen- 
sions so l' to reduce the field :n:mud 
the coils. .\ small size is particularly 
import :utt if the coils 11 t'e le he 

shielded. 
These haven coils are H wet'y handy 

size for those who want 111 xpe1.i110.11t 

with shielded circuits. 

Fig. 1. A laboratory demonstration outfit which developed 
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Fig. 1. All the filter circuit parts are contained In the three cases which, with the socket and voltage regulators, are mounted on a metal base, thus eliminating fire risk 

A New Eliminator Circuit 
An A. C. operated B- eliminator combining the virtues of brute 

force and tuned filters -By Ernest R. P f of 

BASICALLT, all supply sys- 
terns designed to furnish 
power for the radio receiver 
from the house lighting mains 

consist of four units into which corn - 
ponent parts may be very easily 
segregated. 

The first section of every elimin- 
ator is the power transformer which 
serves to take the requisite power 
from the house lighting circuit to 
which it is connected and step it up 
to the value which will be required 

,by the radio receiver, plus the addi- 
tional amount necessary to overcome 
the losses inherent in the transformer 
itself, the rectifier device, and the 
filter system. Connected to the trans- 
former is the second unit, the rectify- 
ing device -in the cases under con- 
sideration a Raytheon or, as an 
alternative, a Rectron tube. These 
tubes serve to convert the alternating 
current output of the transformer to 
a direct current of a comparatively 
uneven or pulsating nature. 

Therefore, the third section, the 
filter, is used to smooth out this pul- 
sating direct current to a substanti- 
ally smooth continuous direct current, 
the nature of which is similar to that 
of the current obtained from ordin- 
ary B batteries except that it does 
not diminish over a period of time 
as does the battery current as a 
result of chemical deterioration. 

The voltage obtained from the sys- 
tem, so far, is considerably in excess 
of that required for the operation 
of all receiver circuits excepting only 
the power amplifier, or audio ampli- 
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fyiag tulle, whit!' requires from 135 
to 300 volts. Therefore, the fourth 
section, a voltage regulator, consisting 
of various resistances and condens- 
ers, is employed to cut down this 
high voltage, where necessary, to the 
requisite value for detector and radio 
frequency amplifier tubes. Such a 
power supply has a pronounced ad- 
vantage over batteries in that the 
voltage is practically constant and 
the life almost unlimited using the 
Raytheon tube which has no filament 
to burn out. 

A special electrostatic shield -an 
absolutely new feature in power 
transformer design -is inserted be- 
tween primary and secondary wind- 
ings, thus eliminating much common 
line noise that would get through to 
the radio set with ordinary trans- 
formers. 

The voltage regulation of the trans- 
former is nearly perfect, that is, the 
voltage will remain almost constant 
regardless of the current drawn from 
it, over the ranges used in the larg- 
est receivers. One very interesting 
feature is the fact that if the supply 
set operated by this transformer is 
left permanently turned on, but with- 
out the radio receiver operating, the 
current drawn will be less than one - 
fortieth of an ampere. Further, its 
normal rating is 85 milliamperes, at 
which rating it will not heat above 
room temperature under continuous 
operation nor will it heat unduly 
under a 100 per cent overload for a 
reasonable time period, because of its 
unusually ample design. 

The new type BH 85- milliampere, 
full -wave Raytheon tube is utilized 
for rectification since its voltage 
regulation is excellent, its lite ex- 
tremely long, and its operation more 
than satisfactory. However, the 
single -wave or double -wave Rectron 
tubes may be used, but will require 
the use of the filament lighting wind- 
ing of the power transformer, thus 
not leaving it free to light power 
amplifier tubes as would be the case 
with the Raytheon rectifier. 

The filter is the most interesting 
part of the entire outfit. This filter, 
rather than depending upon brute - 
force action to eliminate the 120 -cycle 
fundamental hum, which is very 
strong at the rectifier output, uses a 
selective section, plus- brute -force 
action, to eliminate this frequency, 
and'or the weaker 240, 480, and 960 
cycle harmonics, depends upon brute - 
force action. 

The filter is made up of a unichoke 
and . condenser bank, in identical steel 
cases. The condenser bank also con- 
tains the 1 /10th mfd. buffer condens- 
ers required across the elements of 
the Raytheon tube, which really serve 
as radio frequency drains and by- 
pass condensers, as well as the volt- 
age regulator condensers in addition 
to the filter capacities proper. 

In the circuit, the choke coil will 
be seen to consist of two windings, 
one large and one small, wound in 
opposition upon a common core. Upon 
the exact characteristics of these 
windings depends the entire effective- 
ness of the filter, and its surprising 
superiority to other systems. The 
input to the filter from the rectifier 
is shunted by a 2.0 mfd. condenser 

Flg. 3. At 1, connections for a power 
tube. At 2, connections to the set for 

the power amplifier 

which serves to supply starting volt- 
age for the rectifier tube, and to aid 
in filtration. Connected from the joint 
of the opposed inductances in the 
unichoke to ground is another 2.0 
mfd. condenser. This capacity, plus 
the mutual inductance of the opposed 
coils, provides a resonant circuit of 
extremely low resistance which effec- 
tively eliminates the 120 -cycle hum. 
The actual resonance curve is suffi- 
ciently broad to take care of com- 
mercial lighting line variations, yet 
the resistance is so low that the filtra- 
tion due to this section alone is mar- 
velous, compared to conventional 
brute -force methods. 

Since the 240, 480, and 960 cycles 
harmonics are quite weak -the 960 
one being almost negligible, a brute- 
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force effect is used, provided by the 
unusually high inductance of one 
winding of the unichoke and the 
capacities. Across the output of the 
filter is a 4 mfd. condenser, which, 
in addition to aiding the filtering 
action, serves to reduce distortion in 
the receiver due to poor voltage regu- 
lation-a practically unnecessary pre- 
caution. This is because of the very 
low direct current resistance of the 
unichoke, Raytheon tube and trans- 
former. Thus, the voltage regulation 

simple to use a power tube in the last 
audio stage, lighting its filament 
from the 3-4 winding of the power 
transformer. Assuming a UX210 
tube to be used, the following proce- 
dure may be advantageously followed. 

The filament connections from the 
last audio tube socket in the receiver 
are disconnected entirely from the 
set wiring, and, instead, connected to 
terminals 34 as at 1, in Fig. 3, of the 
No. 330 power transformer by means 
of a pair of rubber -covered wires 

Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram and contents of the combination circuit 
B eliminators. Note that terminals are 

provided 
for A current to a power 

amplifier Radlotron rectifier tube filament 

curve of the entire supply set is prac- 
tically a descending straight line- 
much flatter than in the case of less 
amply designed outfits. An inspection 
of this curve will make it evident 
that the percentage voltage drop for 
a 90 milliampere load is but 43 per 
cent. 

In order that the maximum output 
voltage of about 300 can be properly 
cut down, one fixed, and two adjust- 
able resistances as well as two 1.0 

mfd. condensers are used, thus per- 
mitting voltages of from 20 up, to be 
obtained for ordinary receivers. The 
full voltage of the supply set is only 
used on power amplifier tubes such as 
UX112, UX171, or UX210 types. 

Once the eliminator has been set in 
operation, it may be connected to a 
receiver and put in operation. Sev- 
eral precautions should be observed, 
however, inasmuch as the supply set 
is a power device, and must be care- 
fully handled. The detector voltage 
should be obtained from the binding 
post marked +45, while the ampli- 
fier voltage is taken from the +90 
post. Before starting, both resistances 
should be well unscrewed, and in 
turning them in, it must be remem- 
bered that on an average receiver, the 
voltage obtained when they are all in 
will be on the order of several hun- 
dred. If a power tube operating on 
135 volts is to be used, then an extra 
Clarostat must be employed in series 
with the HIGH binding post, as well 
as an extra 1.0 mfd. condenser con- 
nected across the 135 -volt and nega- 
tive B binding posts of the receiver. 

This, however, is an arrangement 
which wastes much of the supply set 
power, and does not give anywhere 
near the maximum quality and 
volume that might be easily obtained. 
The ideal way to take advantage of 
the supply set power is to use a 
UX112, UX171, or UX210 power tube 
as the last audio amplifier ALWAYS. 
Even where dry cell tubes are used 
In the receiver itself, it is entirely 
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which should be twisted. If a UX171 

of UX112 tube were to be used, then 
a fixed 5 -ohm resistance would have 
to be connected in series with one 

wire. Next, direct at the tube socket 
terminals should be mounted a 100 - 

ohm fixed resistance with one end 
connected to each of the filament 
posts of the socket. To the center 
tap of this resistance will be con- 
nected the C+ and B- leads as well 

fleets to an adjustable contact on the 
1500 -ohm resistor. 

The receiver is now put in opera- 
tion with the tap on the 1500 -ohm 
resistance at the end farthest from 
the filament resistance connection. 
With a signal coming in, the position 
of this tap is adjusted for best qual- 
ity. The most satisfactory way to 
make this adjustment is to connect 
a miliammeter in the plate circuit of 
the last tube, and adjust the resist- 
ance tap until a signal does not cause 
the meter reading to vary at all, 
which is the correct adjustment. 

If a power tube is used, operating 
on the full voltage of the supply set, 
an output transformer really should 
be used between the speaker and the 
power tube for insulation purposes. 
Further, such a transformer will 
improve low note quality very much. 
if properly designed, as is the S -M 

No. 220 output transformer, for this 
Purpose. It will also, by keeping the 
direct current out of the loudspeaker, 
increase the speaker's handling capac- 
ity several times, in most cases. 

Under certain circumstances, it 
may be well to connect a 1 to 4 mfd. 
condenser from the center tap of the 
100 -ohm resistance to the F post of 
the secondary of the audio trans- 
former in the power stage. Fre- 
quently, stability will also be im- 
proved if two 110th mfd. condens- 
ers, with their joint grounded directly 
to the set ground, have their other 

Fig. 4. Picture wiring diagram of the eliminator as It Is connected for the 
Raytheon tube 

as the negative filament lead of the 
other tubes in the set. The receiver 
is then connected to the supply set 
with a 1500 -ohm adjustable resist- 
ance, 2, in Fig. 3, in the common 
negative lead to the eliminator. The 
set end of this resistor connects to 
the center of the 100 -ohm resistance 
shunting the power tube filament, and 
the C -lead of the power stage con- 

terminals connected to the F posts of 
the Raytheon tube socket. In this 
case, connecting terminal 8 of the 
power transformer, the noise shield, 
directly to the set ground may also 
diminish noise if troublesome. These 
suggestions apply only when the 1500 - 

ohm series resistance in the negative 
B supply lead is used to obtain power 
amplifier C voltage. 
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Raytheon B Circuits 
This data, furnished by the transformer manufacturers, 

the approved circuits and constants 
gives 

:1I "NI: of the various types 
of Raytheon B Eliminator cir- 
cuits shown in radio publica- 
tion. I II(I interpreted in terms 

of the author's own preference, there 

has come to be much misunderstand- 
ing as to the connections and constants 
which the transformer manufacturers 
originally intended to be used. 

For this reason, we have asked the 

General Radio Unit 

co -ulil Raytheon tube -Type 365 
rectifier transformer, Type 366 filter 

concerns making transformers and 
chokes for the Raytheon tube to sup- 
ply us with their own specifications. 
Therefore, the information given on 
these pages can be accepted as authori- 
tative, since it comes directly from 
headquarters. The importance of using 
the correct circuits and valves has 
been emphasized by troubles encoun- 
tered when the wrong parts or wiring 
have been used. 

Both time and money can be saved 
by making the eliminator exactly 
right at the start. 

T7 t 
x.ri 1 tiored ve, 

aluokl. The case of the filter choke 
iurinlli s both 30 -henry chokes. Vari- able resistances for the two amplifier 
voltages are standard Clarostats. 

The accompanying illustration shows 

Thordarson Unit 
60 -mil Raytheon tube -Type R195 

transformer, two Type R196 chokes - 
one Bradleyohm of 100.600 ohms maxi- 
mum resistance. 

4+fd 1tèe 

GENERAL RADIO ELIMINATOR 

e. 

a3f 

e. 

.441704 
WO + 

T 
T 

e- 

the suggested layout for assembling 
the Raytheon eliminator using General 
Radio parts. The Clarostats and bind- 
ing posts for connections to the set are 
on a small Bakelite panel at the front. 

N 

nn l11M 

2 .N 

b 

Snf 

TNORDARSON ELIMINATOR 

á 

The Thordarson transformer is pro- 
vided with two sets of outside taps. 
For high voltage on sets drawing a 
fairly heavy plate current, both out- 
side wires should be on the high side. 
For sets of three or four tubes, or 

Jefferson Unit 

60 -mil Raytheon tube -Type 355 
transformer, two Type 356 trans- 
formers. one Bradleyohm 10,000 to 
50,000 ohms, one Bradleyohm 50,000 
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five -tube receivers using full grid bias, 
the low taps should be used. 

This circuit provides approximately 
25volts for the detector, with a vari- 
able voltage for the amplifier tubes, 
controlled by the Bradleyohui. 

NfwnS 
-tll'll' 

`1'P 

T 

F 

30 ny can UO 

sot 
SO 002. 

T T T Te T T 
JEIFER6oN ELIMINATOq 

". 

a- 

to 1(10,000 o nuis. 
The Type :;55 transformer is pró- 

vided with three lower terminals 
marked F, C, F. These are on the 
secondary of the transformer, to sup- 
ply filament current for a UX -213 
tube. With the Raytheon, however, no 

connections are made to those. ter- 
minals. 

This eliminator provides approxi- 
mately 45 volts for the detector, 90 
volts for the first A. F. amplifier, and 
150 volts for the last stage. The two 
former are adjustable. 
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CROWE 
Etched Metal Panels 

Name Plates 
Dials 

- 

rB90V 

8 

A+B- C+ 

Crowe Cable Markers 
are available from stock in 23 standard markings, includ- 

- ing +B 135 and -C 22,., for power tubes. Special 
markings made to order. The new type of marker to 
the left meets the requirements of manufacturers, where 
cables must be drawn through holes of small diameter. 

CROWE NAME PLATE & MANUFACTURING CO. 

1749 Grace St. -.- -.- Chicago 
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All -American Unit 

60 -nail Raytheon tube -Type 117 
transformer, two Type R8 choke coils, 

Mayolian Unit 
60 -mil Raytheon tube -The wiring 

diagram given here is for the standard 
Mayolian eliminator unit. It is also 
correct for the new Mayolian elimina- 
tor parts which are about to be put 
on the market. The circuit arrange- 
ment is slightly different from the 
others, and it is made to give an extra 
high voltage on the second amplifier 
tube terminal for operating power 
tubes. 

Special variable resistances are pro- 
vided to regulate the amplifier volt- 
ages, and to handle fairly high current 
values. 

The complete details of the parts 

Dongan Unit 
60 -mil Raytheon tube -Type 1582 

power unit for 60 cycles, Type 1594 for 
50 cycles, or Type 1595 for 25 cycles. 
The nower unit includes the trans.: 
former and chokes in one case. Claro- 
stats are recommended for the vari- 
able resistances, or a special Bradley - 
ohm for regulating the high voltage on 
the amplifier terminal and a No. 10 
Bradleyohm for the low voltage am- 
plifier terminal. 

The Dongan Company suggest that 
the metal cases of the power unit and 
fixed condensers should be connected 
to the B -lead, and that one terminal 
of the A battery be grounded. 

Leads from the power unit are 

Twní.rrr I .1.11 

TT 

Cl,.qa Choke 

teal.. 
i2. 

0ut 

.fL 

T 
TTTTì5T-. 

a. x. 1. 

one Bradleyohmn 10,000 to 100,000 
ohms. 

The transformer is equipped with a 
cord connection running directly to 
the lamp socket. One choke is mounted 

ALL-AMERICAN CONSTAR T -B 

e- 

above the panel and the other directly 
below. 

The All- American Company suggests 
the use of individual filter condensers of 2.0 mid., although the standard 
condenser blocks can be used. 

j.,ef-ro 1 i ll llL--ll Transform rf JT 
RyIScon,L 

TS 

_i1 Gar', 

MAYOLIAN ES -SUPPLY 

200 

e-fd 

T. 
a- 

are not yet available, but will be given 
out as soon as they are put on sale. It should be noted that high and 
low voltage taps are provided on the 

primary of the power transformer. 
The high voltage tap is to take care 
of sets drawing an extra heavy plate 
current. 

- 
< 

DON GAN 
B Pear Vnit 

Rad 
CJ 

000 

Rod 

Oqt 
T=' 

el. 

CnK..t 

Amp.M.r. 

C4ro.tt 

DORBRR RADIO 6 POWER 
a- 

designated by their color. 
This is a very simple unit tb as- 

semble because of the combination 
transformer and choke unit. 

As indicated by the light lines 

Acme Apparatus Unit 

60 -mil Raytheon tube -Acme 
power transformer, two 30 -henry 
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around the two fixed condenser sec- 
tions, standard condenser units can 
be used. The Potter Company makes 
two units designed specifically for use 
with the Dongan B power unit. 

,... 1 
I r 1 

T' 

304. 

ate 

ACME APPARATUS CO. ELIMINATOR 

power choke coils, one Bradleyohm 
15,000 to 150,000 ohms. 

The power transformer is provided 
B with high and low taps, the correct 
B one to be selected in accordance with 

the current drain of the receiving 
tubes. 

One amplifier voltage terminal is 
provided, with a Bradleyohm to adjust 
the voltage to the correct value. 
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You'll Use Karas Condensers 
In Your Short `Nave Set 

Put In a Karas Transformer Also 
Karas Orthometric condensers with their straight 
frequency line tuning characteristics are the choice 
of the leaders in short wave work. Both theo- 
retically and in actual use they have the lowest pos- 
sible losses -at any frequency. Stations are spread 
evenly by kilocycles from end to end of the tuning 
range. 

A Karas Harmonic transformer will pass the great- 
est possible power from detector to audio stage - 
on any beat note you choose -with the least distor- 
tion if you're using voice. Make it an all -Karas job 
and get the benefit, in the head phones, of every bit 
of energy reaching your antenna. 

5 -plate Orthometric (.0001) price $6.50; 7 -plate 
(.00014) price $6.50; 11 -plate (.00025) price 
$6.50; 17 -plate (.00035) price $6.75; 23 -plate 
(.0005) price $7.00. 

Order Through Dealer, or Direct on 
This Coupon 

Kerrie Condensers in the 23, 17 and 11 plate sizes are 
sold by good Radio Parts Dealers in most cities. The 7 

and 5 plate sizes are not so widely stocked by dealers. 
Orders will be filled direct, or may be placed through your 
dealer and his jobber. If you prefer to order direct, use 
this coupon. Send no money. Just pay the postman the 
price plus a few cents postage. 

KARAS ELECTRIC CO., 
Manufacturing Plant: N. Rockwell St. 

Offices: 1060 Association Bldg., 

Chicago, Ill. 

Radio Engineering, July, 1926 
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TRANSFORMER a 

All Stage Ratio 

KAROS ELECTRIC CO. 
CHICAGO . ó PPP 

A. 

P Ars ne- G 

Karas Harmonik Transformer, price $7.00 

1 Karas Electric Co., 

1 

1060 Association Bldg., Chicago. 

Please send me Karas Harmonik Transformers and 
Karas Orthometric Condensers, sizes as checked be- 

low. I will pay the postman the price plus postage upon de- 
I livery. It is understood that I have the privilege of returning 

these condensers and transformers for full refund any time 
within 30 days if they do not prove entirely satisfactory. 

I 

5 plate; 7 plate; II plate; 
17 plate; 23 plate. 

Name 

Address 

I If you send cash with orders well ship condensers and trans- 

-1 
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A- 

A New National Radio Product 

The NATIONAL 
Impedaformer 

The Illustration Shows the Assembly of Three Impedaformers 
as They Would Appear in a Set 

Inductive Audio 
Flat Curve 

The NATIONAL Impedaformer is an inductance- capacity -re- sistance unit that actualb 
gives a flat curve over the en- tire audible frequency range. 
Includes choke coil, grid con- denser and grid leak built into 
a single unit so that its cou- 
nections are the same as an ordinary transformer. 
Made in two types: Type A 
(choke coil only). Price $4. Type B contains choke coil with grid condenser and grid 
leak. Price $5.50. 
Our advertising in leading 
radio publications is direct- 
ing customers to your store for this new NATIONAL 

product. 
Send for Bulletin 108 RE 

marvelously improves 
the home -built set 

The Impedaformer Sets a New Standard of 
Radio Reproduction 

"I have just heard the finest reproduction of voices over the radio," writes a well -known radio expert to the National Company. "The set was equipped with the new impeda f ormer. I was amazed at the refine- ment of delivery." 
With these units an impedance coupled audio amplification system can be constructed which will truthfully and uniformly reproduce in all its richness and purity each and every note sent out by radio -casting stations. 
The tone quality is simply superb. The volume is greater than with resistance -coupled amplification. And this is accomplished with no more B battery voltage than is usually used on a transformer system and with a minimum of storage battery consumption. 

NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc. 
W. A. READY, President 

110 Brookline St., Cambridge, Mass. 

P 

Immediate Delivery on is 

DONLE TUBES 
For louder signals 

better signals on 
all types of sets 
using Neutro- 
dyne, Tuned R. 
F. or Regenera- 
tive circuits. 

PRICE $5.00 

To give you a chance to introduce the Dealers: Donle Tubes to your trade, we will ship 
2 Donle Tubes upon receipt of your check for $7.00 
provided the order is on your business stationery, and 
signed by the manager. On subsequent orders, 30% 
discount will be given only in lots of six tubes -cash 
with order. 

C. J. BROWN, Authorized Agent 
17 West 51st St. New York City 
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SCREW MACHINE 
PRODUCTS 
& SPRINGS 

Wm. STEINEN & CO. 
297 Washington St. 

NEWARK .. .. N. J. 
TEL. MARKET 9077 

r-- 

210 POWER AMPLIFIER 
DATAPRINTS 
Better Quality from Any Set 
Works on 110 Volts, 60 Cycles 

$1.00 
M. B. SLEEPER, Inc. 

A -52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York City 

7 
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R -200 
The 

designed 
prefers 
The R 

to 

The 
consumers 
formers 
petitive 
is factory 

you 

o °rotb>.1 

Autoformer 
Impedance 
Amplifier 

All frequency 
fier. A 
pedance combining 
amplification 
o f t h e 
with the 
production 
pedance. 

Price 

THORDARSON 
WORLD'S OLDEST 

\ 

% o, 

Thordarson 

his 
-200 

above 
and 

R 

Step 

transformer 
uniform 
of 

$5.00 

_ 

for 

reproduces 

-200 

used 
transformers 

built 
will 

ampli- 
-up 

increase 

the 

Note to Set Manufacturers 7 771, re are m,, re than -`,y different types and 
in .as of Thnrdar ;on 
former available for 

lllallll /ae1N1't'l'. 

TH0RMRs0NT 

AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMER 
R -200 amplifying transformer 

the musical epicure -for the man 
radio music unadulterated by distortion. 

every note from deep into 
the upper range of the ear, with 

timbre. 

is available to set manufacturers 
alike. There are more Thordarson trans 

in quality receiving sets than all 
combined. Whether your 

or home -made, insist on Thordarsons 
have a real musical instrument. 

_ 

-..3 

,> ) 

P 

/ 8 
° , 

'í 
30 Henry 

B- Eliminator Designed for 
Transformer circuits of 

im- (R a y t h e o n type) de- nators and 
the signed to give steady B amplifiers. 

voltage. Absolutely silent i t y 7 0 

in operation. Capacity in peres. D.C. 
re- excess of any receiver. ance 280 

im- Will not heat up in con- Core tight 
tinuous service. clamped. 

Price $7.00 Price $5.00 

ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING 
Transformer specialists since ¡095 

AND LARGEST EXCLUSIVE TRANSFORMER 
Chicago, U.S.A. 
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Radio 
sets of today are very 

simple when compared to those 
of yesterday. This simplification 
has only been achieved by the 
finer, more delicate and more effi- 
cient parts that go into the make- 
up of the set. 

Benjamin Radio Products have 
set up such high standards that 
many of the country's greatest 
radio authorities have continu- 
ally advised and used Benjamin 
Radio Parts in their newest and 
best radio creations. They are es- 
sential to better radio sets, being 
built for the years to come. 
This is one of your biggest fields for 
profits -not potential, but actual! Your 
trade knows Benjamin Radio Products 
and it uses them in ever -increasing 
volume. Don't let these profits slip 
through your fingers. 

Ask to be sent the Benjamin Better Radio 
Literature. It is gratis and an exceptional 

source of information to dealers. 

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. 
120.128 So. Sangamon Street 

Chicago 
New York: th St. 

San Francisco:o:4 48 Bryant St. 
Manufactured in Canada by the 

Benjamin Electric Mfg. 
Co. of Canada, 
Ltd., Toronto, 

Ontario 
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Here Is The Answer To 
Your Condenser Problem- - 
Also Your Sales Problem 

( --;-----" 

\ ("'"\ 

METRLI5N 
S L T Straight Line 

Tuning 

To equip your set with METRALIGN 
SLT condensers, is to give it that long 
sought for ease and accuracy in tuning 
that will break down all sales resistance. 

It has remained for General Instrument 
engineers to develop the only capacity 
unit that forever solves the tuning prob- 
lem, by insuring perfect station separa- 
tion over the entire broadcast band. 

METRLI5N 
SL.T 

Exclusive Features 
Perfect Rotor and Stator Alignment 
Smallest Physical Dimensions 
Featherweight 
Single or Triple Hole Mounting 
Ball Bearing Rotor 
Short Circuits Eliminated by Me- 

chanical Equalizing Members on 
Rotor and Stator. 

Get the complete METRALIGN SLT Story. Write for 
booklet today. 

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP. 
(Manufacturers of "Bureau of Standards" Variable Primary 

Condensers) 
477 Broadway, New York City. 

Makes any set a new set -in 15 minutes 

Radio Engineering, July, 1926 
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Manufacturers i 
Receivers -Speakers 

t ,r 

THE 

111 

IIUI IIIUIl 

BE S T 
CONE TYPE UNIT 
Is now in production. The economy of 
cost and improvement in tonal quality is 
such that you must inspect this new 
development. 

ALSO 
BALANCED ARMATURE 

UNIT 

which by rigid tests, made by recognized 
laboratories in different parts of the 
world surpasses any unit now made. 
You should have further information. 

Complete assortments on all types. Built -in 
designs, etc. 

Special Designs to Specification 

l'. 'Irhrble Jobbers and Dealers -/Write! 

BEST MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
200 Grove St. Irvington, N. J. 

"All That The Name Implies." 

Sales Department 
The Hartzell Sales Company 

961-50 Church Street, New York City, N. Y. 

QUALITY 
That's What You 
Wait to Hear! 

AM) you can get it- quality such as } ou 

never heard before. How? With the 

210 Power Amplifier. 

l O astonishing has been the demand for 

s parts to build the 210 Power Amplifier, 

and so enthusiastic the reports from those 

who already have them in operation, that 

DURRANT has placed orders far in ad- 

vance to insure prompt shipment to every 

customer. 

0 NE man wrote -"My neighbor built the 

210 and, since I heard it. I haven't the 

nerve to let anyone hear my set again until 
I can give them that 210 Power Amplifier 

Quality." 

210 POWER AMPLIFIER 
CONSTRUCTION KIT 

Every part, including panels drilled and en- 

graved (except tubes) with official Dataprints 
O. K'd by J L. Schennerhorn, Chief Engineer 
of the American Transformer Company. 210 

Power Amplifier Kit, ready to assemble..$67.50 

RX -1 RECEIVER 

Complete kit for the RX -1 high- quality non - 

regenerative receiver $32.50 

DONLE DETECTOR 'TUBE 

For RX -1, neutrodyne, tuned R. F., and regen- 

erative sets specially tested on our own equip- 

ment $5.00 

DURRANT RADIO, Ltd. 
EQUIPMENT FOR SET BUILDERS 

T -52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 

Kadio Finyineeritlll. .1 Illy, 1926 
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No. I35-C Portable Radio Voltmeter "De Luxe 

"INSTRUMENTS 
ARE NECESSARY" 

Engineers, experimenters, amateurs and 
service men all realize the value of instru- 
ments and we ask that you help us in our 
effort to improve radio reception by a 
more intelligent and careful control of 
radio sets. In designing new sets, servicing 
old and instructing owners in the opera- 
tion of their sets you can point out the 
value and use of instruments. 

Our new 1 35-C portable voltmeter illustrated above is the most beautiful radio instru- 
ment manufactured. The case is of genuine black bakelite. The scale is silvered with black 
characters and the movement parts are also silvered. It is supplied with long cords with 
tips for plugging into the 'phone jacks, now provided on many sets. All Jewell instruments 
are supplied with zero adjusters. 

I Send for New Jewell Radio Catalog 
No. 15 -C; now on the press. 

JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
1650 Walnut Street, Chicago 

"26 Years Making Good Instruments" 

... 

Radiohms and Potentiometers 
Centralab non- inductive, variable resistances are con- trols of graphite type that insure smooth, noiseless 
tuning and permanent service. A single turn of the knob gives stepless variation of resistance from zero 
to maximum. 
Centralab Radiohms have two terminals, and can be 
furnished with maximum resistances of 2,000, 25,000, 
50,000, 100,000 or 200,000 ohms. Centralab Potentio- meters have three terminals, and are furnished in resistances of 400, 2,000 and 500,000 ohms. There 
is a type adapted to every radio circuit for control of oscillation or volume. 

Write for literature describing these and other Centralab super -quality radio Controls. 

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES 
25 Keefe Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 

n 
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`ire Manu f acturers Favorite 
with the Ideal Tuning Curve,,n 
IN SINGLES and MULTIPLES 

Send for Quantity Prices 

Elie Allen tllarùw2tl Ïi: fg. Tur}t. 
í 83 PROSPECT STREET BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Ì "THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON" 
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Samson Audio Units 
are capable of uniform and faithful amplification well in 

excess of the most exacting broadcast requirements. 

Their range extends from the lower fundamentals 
through the higher harmonics, enabling them to reproduce 
the lowest rumble of the torn -tole or the thinnest shrill of 

the flute with equal clarity. 

This ability to reproduce the harmonics or higher multiple fre- 
quencies is what gives tone -color or background to sound -is what 
permits the listener to distinguish notes of the same pitch but 
from different instruments -results not possible with audio units 
which cut off at comparatively low frequencies. 

RM M A 

SAMSON AUDIO UNITS 
In a word -when working with a loud speaker of corresponding 

range -insure the sort of radio you've hoped to hear -the quality 
of radio that will make you think you've been translated from a 
broadcast listener to one of an audience which is listening, first- 
hand, to a speech or to music. 

For 1926 -27 the Samson Electric Company offers eleven differ- 
ent audio units : 

Symphonic Transformers 
Push -Pull Input Transformer 
Standard Transformers 
Dual Impedance 
Output Impedance 
Push =Pull Output Impedance 
Plate Impedance 
Grid Impedance 
Audio Frequency Choke 

Type X 
Type HW -A3 
Type D 
Type O 
Type Z 
Type P 
Type G 
Type No. 3 

Our hook -"Audio Amplification " -already accepted as a manual of audio design by 
many radio engineers -contains much original information of greatest practical value to 
those interested in bettering the quality of their reproduction. Sent upon receipt of 25c. 

SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Main Office, Canton, Mass. Factories, Canton, Watertown, Mass. 

Radio Engineering, July, 1926 

$9.00 
5.50 

Ratio 2 -1, 3 -1, 6 -1 5.00 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 
4.50 
4.50 
3.00 

Manufacturers 
Since 1882 
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ELECTRAD 
ELECTRAD 

Certified 
Jacks 

Open and Closed 

POSITIVE 
act- 

ing spring of 
phosphor bronze. 
Insulation of hard 
rubber. Tinned sol- 
dering lugs, placed 
to make good con- 
nections easy. Ster- 
ling silver contact points. Requires less 
than 1" behind panel. Certified and 
guaranteed electrically and mechan- 
ically. List, open 25c, closed 35c. In 
Canada, open 35c, closed 50c. 

ELECTRAD 
Certified Switches 

When they're on, 
they're 100 per cent 
on; when they're off, 
they're 100 per cent 
off. Solid brass con- 
struction. Tinned 
soldering lugs, placed 
to make good con- 
nections easy. Neat 
design, genuine 
Bakelite knob. Require less than 1' behind 
panel. List 40c -in Canada 60c. 

Write for details of our square dealer proposition 
that helps you sell and protects your profits. 

Write for information on the Electrad 500,000- 
ohm compensator for perfect control of tone 
and volume. 428 Broadway, New York City. 

E LECT RAQ 
Page 288 

Mr. Radio Engineer 
To- Simplify set operation. 
To -Solve all tube control prob- 

lems. 
To -Avoid the possibility of dis- 

tortion in reception. 
To- Decrease servicing need. 

To -Lower production costs. 

COMMUNICATE -with an organiza- 
tion that has specialized in filament 
control ever since Radio was born. 

adialI company' 
50 Franklin St., New York, N. Y. 

Makers of 

Ne "SELF ADJUSTING "Rheortat 

DEPENDABLE 
FIXED 

CONDENSERS 
MICA INSULATION 
BRASS ELECTRODES 
ACCURATE CAPACITIES 

Used by Leading Set Builders 
SAMPLES AND QUOTATIONS 
PROMPTLY FORWARDED 

LESLIE F. MUTER COMPANY 
76th AND GREENWOOD AVE. 

CHICAGO ILLINOIS 

NOW READY 
NEW 1926.-7 CATALOG 

WRITE FOR A COP Y 
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C LAROSTAT! 
THE UNIVERSAL RANGE VARIABLE RESISTOR 

DEALERS and JOBBERS - 
Power supply is the biggest 

development this year. 
Raytheon publicity in scores 

of magazines and newspapers 
has specified Clarostat as the 
only variable resistor for battery 
elimination. Your customers will 
demand It this fall. Write us now. 

ENDORSED and 
Acme Apparatus 
All -American 
Amertran Cooper 
Dongan 
General Radio 
Grigsby -Grunow -Hinds 
Jefferson 
King 
Kodel 
Kokomo 

USED by 

Mayolian 
Modern Electric 
Raytheon 
Reichmann 
Silver Marshall 
Sterling 
Storad 
Thordarson 
Webster 
Zenith 

AMERICAN MECHANICAL LABS., Inc. 

CARTER "HI-OHM- 
(full size) 

MANUFACTURERS - 
Clarostat has a universal re- 

sistance range of from practi- 
cally- 0 to 5.000,000 ohms -a 
current -carrying capacity of 20 
watts -is absolutely noiseless in 
operation -and requires but one 
hole for mounting. 

Special types of Fixed and Va- 
riable Resistors to meet any and 
all requirements of Receiver and 
Power Supply Manufacturers. 

285 N. 6th ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

NEW VOLUME CONTROLS 
CARTER "HI -OHM" and "HI -POT" 

500,000 OHMS 
"Hi -OHM" a non -inductive, variable. 

wire wound resistance 1%" dia. Pro- 
jects %" back of panel. The contact 
arm slides on protecting wires covering 
the special moisture proof resistance 
element, eliminating wear and assuring 
long life and unvarying electrical 
characteristics. 

In Canada: 
Carter Radio Co., Ltd. 

Toronto t' 

"HI -POT" same size with third 
terminal, $2.25. Write for illustrated 
folder of full description and circuit 
diagrams. 

Resistance in both "HI- OHMS" and 
"HI- POTS" for special circuits: 300,- 
000; 200,000; 100,000; 50,000; and 10,- 
000 ohms. 
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STRAIGHT LINE FREQUENCY 

CONDENSER 
SPACE- SAVING 
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/ 

1111111111111111 
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Occupies No More Space Than Old Type Condensers 
Attractive heavy weight brass stator and rotor plates scientifically 
placed in relation to each other. Genuine Bakelite moulded insu- 
lation throughout. Rotor and stator plates swedged in by hydraulic 
pressure to insure permanent, perfect alignment. Stator plates 
rotate on ball- bearings. End plates are of brass, highly finished 
in solid nickel, buff polished. Grounded rotor with spring 
phosphor bronze pig -tail connection. Special guard on shaft pre- 
vents rotor plates from contact with frame posts. All body 
capacity effects and electrical annoyances during adjustment are 
eliminated. 

Made in all standard sizes and in 
Single, Double and Triple types. 

Get our quotations for your requirements. 

DeJUR PRODUCTS CO. 
The world's largest manufacturer and exporter of radio products." 

199 Lafayette St. New York City 
a, 
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Doyen Bass Note Circuit Demon - 
stration Set - shorcn from above 

Dealers are 
Demanding Daven 

Demonstration Sets 
Bass Note Circuit 

Exciting Fan Interest Everywhere 

HAVE you secured your Daven Bass Note 
Demonstration Set? If not, get in your 

order at once! 
We had no idea, when we first decided to 

supply dealers with this aid to quick sales, that 
it would create such a demand. 

F. Schober of the Englewood (N. J.) Radio 
Service, reported the sale of six Daven Bass 
Note Circuit Kits the first day he had the 
Daven Demonstration Set in his window. 
C. W. Butts, of East Orange, N. J., sold fifteen 
sets of parts. From this you can see some- 
thing of the .way fans are taking to this new 
hook -up. 

Radio publications everywhere are telling 
the public about this unique circuit. Your 
customers will be asking to hear it. We sup- 
ply the set, for dealers' use only, at our actual 
manufacturing cost of only $50. Send an 
order to your jobber today for this newest 
business builder. 

The Daven Units Required to Build the 

DAVEN 
BASS NOTE CIRCUIT 

1 Set D.R.F. Coils 1 D a v e n MU -6 1 Daven 1/i Am- 
t Daven Super -Ant- Power Tube pere Ballast 

plifier 1 Daven Leakan- 1 D aven Special 
3 D a y e it MU -20 denser No. 22 Type "A" Con - 

Tubes 1 Daven 1/.t Am- denser 
pere Ballast 

AVE A co 1 R t0 
TRADEMARK "Oaris /or af0PC/nls /s" REGISTERED 

155 SUMMIT ST., NEWARK, N. .1. 
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out of 
Manufacturers 

Depend on EBY for Binding Posts 
Eight out of ten of the leading radio receivers 
are factory equipped with EBY Binding Posts. 
Profit by the experiments and experience of 
those who know and use EBY wherever a good 
electrical connection is necessary. 

H. H. EBY MANUFACTURING CO. 
4710 Stenton Ave. Philadelphia, Pa. 

Made in 
30 different 

markings 

Standard 
Equipment on 
many receivers 

The 
combines in one piece a binding nut 
and soldering terminal. Either way 
it is a better contact. 

the 
bus bir the solder_f 

{hick, circular flange 

hat 
t'Ibjeolds bus wire 

threaded base 

or p héla 
Parts Manufacturers save labor and 
material, and save lots of labor for 
their customers (The Set Manufac- 
turers) by using Lastite terminals. 
Sets will be better -and look it -and 
stay better! 

Try Lastites and prove these facts 

Write for samples 

'Alr- 17,717'' 46. 

27 Hammatt Road, Roslindale, Mass. 
Patent Applied For 

Radin Engineering, July, 1926 
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PRICE FIVE DOLLARS 

DO YOU KNOW WHAT THE B -6 

TUBE WILL DO FOR YOUR SET? 

IF NOT, SEND FOR THE BOOKLET 

"The Only Tube of Its 
Kind in the World" 

SET MANUFACTURERS: 

Write for Technical Details 

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD BY 

THE DONLE- BRISTOL CORPORATION 
Cambridge & Tremont Sts. 

Meriden, Connecticut 

V C.-'74 111 51.1iryL 
2 AM Pla ION S;i 

For d "`. 
2' j Better , 

Radio ç. 

Reproduction - 

The Product of MIL_ . 
38 Years' Experience V _ 3a' 
Due to supremacy of performance this 
creation of Alfred Graham & Co., Eng- 
land leads in sales throughout the world. -_ 

Six models, including phonograph 
units, equipped with cords and panel 
plugs, $12 up. Nationally advertised. 
Write for "Amplion Pedigree" and 
proposition to trade. 

STHE AMPLION CORPORATION ofAMERICA 
Executive Offices: 

Suite W. 280 Madison Avenue, New York City 
Chicago Branch: 27 -29 No. Morgan St. 

(.y In Canada: Amnlion Corn'n of Canada, Ltd., Toronto_ 

t-Jr -Jc.."-' IL'a lillI 'i.11h' G ,a 

Radio Engineering, July, 1926 

ACCLAIMED 
AS THE 

ONLY PRACTICAL 

ONE -DIAL 
'I CONTROL 

UNIT 
ON THE MARKET 

STRAIGHT LINE TUNING 
COMPENSATED 

GANG CONDENSER 
Being adopted by many set manufacturers for their 
1926 -27 models. A straight -line, low -loss, calibrated 
product making possible hairline selectivity and long 
distance reception with simplicity of operation and low 
manufacturing cost. We solicit your specifications for 
special jobs. Write or wire us your requirements. 

UNITED SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, Inc. 
80 Fourth Avenue, New York City 

Branch Offices-Boston. Chicago. St. Louis. Minneapolis. San Francisco, 
Los Angeles aJ 
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I. C. A. 
PANELS 

Add Sales Value to Your Set 
Because of Their 

Distinctive Design 

MANUFACTURERS who equip their 
sets with I.C.A. Panels of Insuline or 

Bakelite- decorated by the exclusive Etch - 
O- Gravure Method -add an extra selling - 
feature of prime importance. 

The rich workmanship and super -elegance 
of these panels instantly attract the eye of 
the prospective purchaser and make sales 
easy. 

But while the Quality remains at highest 
standards our Prices are unbelievably low. 
Due to the immense scale on which we op- 

we in a position manufacture 
lowest cost hence- 

We can save you 25% 
Let us estimate on your requirements 

Top view 

Shock -Proof. 
Non- Microphonic. 

Under 
side of 

sub -panel 

The New 
I.C.A. Socket 

The last word in 
Socket design. 

MANUFACTURERS: Write to- 
day for full particulars and prices. 

I.ßmncliesinPrinrna!Cities TI' 
I NSULATING COMPANY oFAMERICA INC. 

(RADIO PANEL &PARTS CORP.) 
INSULINE BLDG.. 59 WARREN STREET 

NEW YORK 
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r 

screw- machine 
products 

-brass 
For plugs, jacks, clips, con- 
denser and transformer 
parts, etc., BRASS assures 
economy in quantity produc- 
tion. It also gives the right 
electrical conductivity and 
the mechanical accuracy es- 
sential to proper operation 
of radio sets and parts. 

COPPER & BRASS 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION 

25 Broadway, New York 

"Built Better" 
LAVITE RESISTANCES 
Used by over 200 of America's lead- 
ing set manufacturers. AEROVOX 
Fixed Mica Condensers have been ap- 
proved by M.I.T., Yale, Radio News, 
Popular Radio and Popular Science. 
AEROVOXX WIRELESS CORP. 
489.491 -493 Broome St., New York 

Branch Offices: 
St. Louis. Mo., Syndicate Trust Building 
Cincinnati, O.. 304 Palace Theatre Bldg 
Chicago. Ill., 53 W. Jackson Boulevard Boston. Mass. 94 Portland S 
Los Angeles, Cal., 324 N. San Pedro St 

Radio Engineering. July. 1921i 
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Hammarlund Condensers and Coils 
Are Ideal for Short -Wave Work 

The small capacity and inductance values used for shortwave recep- 

tion, require exceptional strength of structure and accuracy in the 

manufacture of the condensers and coils. 

Hammarlund precision methods were never better exemplified than 
in Hammarlund Short -wave Condensers and Coils. 

Hammarlund Condenser frames are rib -reinforced aluminum alloy. 

The plates are hard brass, supported by tie -bars. They will not 
warp or get out of line. 

Hammarlund Space -Wound Coils are permanently anchored in a 

film of dielectric, which has practically no electrical effect, but adds 

materially to their strength. 
Hammarlund offers you the most durable and accurate shortwave 
condensers and coils available. 

Write for Literature 

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING t l) l l'ANY 
424 -433 W. 33rd Street, New York t it 

J-IammarIund PRECIS/ON 
PRODUCTS , -it -iQ 1 « . 

e 

Short Wave Kit -15 to 133 Meters $12.00 Complete 

AERO COILS 
Give Best Results- Always! 

Coil No. 4 
125 -250 Meters 

Price $4.00 

. J 

Coil No. 5 

235 -550 Meters 
Price $4.00 

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc. 
1772 Wilson Ave., Department 17, Chicago, Ill. 

Sheer merit and sparkling, depend- 
able performance are the principal 
reasons why Aero Coils have been 

featured in so many sets designed by 

Radio Engineering. 

Whenever utmost efficiency is neces- 

sary, radio experts and set designers 
specify Aero Coils. These accurate 
inductances are completely inter- 
changeable and give you a range 

of 15 to 550 meters. 

If you are building a new receiver 
or want to improve your present 

one, be sure to obtain Aero Coils 

from your dealer or direct from us. 

1 p--- 

The Majestic 

"B" Current Supply 

Answers a 

Long Felt 

Need in Radio 

Radio Engineering, July, 1926 

Raytheon equipped. the 
Majestic "B" Current Sup- 
ply delivers uniform, con- 
stant, "B" power direct 
from the light socket. It 
improves reception. 
Operates at an average 
cost of only one -tenth cent 
an hour. 

Economical, powerful - 
lasts as long as any receiver 

Dealers Everywhere Cashing In 

Already, the Majestic has become one of the most 
popular radio accessories sold today. Dealers in 
every section of the country report tremendous de- 
mand. 
Now is the time to get in on the sale of this popular 
merchandise. Write us, today, for full details of our 
attractive dealer proposition. 

GRIGSBY -GRUNOW -HINDS CO. 

I 

Majestic Standard "B" 
Current Supply 

for sets not having 
more than seven 201 -A 
Type tubes or six 201 
plus one power tube. 
Price $32.50 

Majestic Super "B" 
Current Supply 

capacity I to 12 tubes. 
including the use of 
new power tubes. 
Price $39.50 

4568 Armitage Avenue Chicago, Illinois 
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ARE YOU 
CURIOUS? 

Where has 
M. B. Sleeper been 
This summer? 

Who 
Is 
Grabar? 

What does 
Prof. Morecroft 
Think about 
Him 

Where is 
Radio 
Hill? 

And 
Why did 
M. B. Sleeper 
Buy it? 

What are those 
Things 
For? 

Have 
You 
Two 
Dollars? 

Do 
You want a 
Year's 
Supply of 
Radio 
Ideas? 

If so 
Fill out the 
Coupon 
Below. 

Send 
It to 
M. B. Sleeper, Inc., 
52 Vanderbilt Ave., 
New York City. 

Name 

Street 

City 

State 

$2.00 ENCLOSED 

I'uge 294 

BUYERS' 
GUIDE 

Cabinets 

JORDAN CABINET CORPORATION 
Tel. Sunset 4453 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Hardware 

F. R. ZIERICK MACHINE WORKS 
6 East Howard St., New York City Terminals- Lugs - Ground Clamps - 

Socket Springs - Socket Shells - Bus Bor 
Strips -Angles -Brass and Copper Specialties. 
,bfetal Stampings by the thousand or million 

Tel. Canal 0079 -1279 

Lacquers 

EGYPTIAN LACQUER 
COMPANY 

Dept. R. F. 
New York City 90 West St. 

Magnets, Permanent 

Pottstown 

D. K. BULLENS CO. 
Hot Forged Radio 

Magnets 
Pennsylvania 

THOMAS 8: SKINNER 
STEEL PRODUCTS CO. 

Indianapolis, Indiana 
Fur Loud Speakers. Electrical Instruments, 

Magnetos, Control Apparatus, Etc. 

Patents 

PATENTS 
Write for free book MUNN & CO. 

Associated since 1846 with the Scientific 
American 

1548 Scientific American Bldg., New York City 
537 Scientific American Bldg., 

Washington, D. C. 
1326 Tower Building, Chicago, Ill. 

638 Hobart Bldg San Francisco, Cal. 
549 Van Nuys Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 

Wire 

S T R A N D- Antennae (plain or 
enameled)- Double Galvanized. 
WIRE -Antennae (plain or enam- 
eled) Connecting and Ground (Rub- 
ber) covered, braided or plain. 
BUS BAR -Litzendraht -Loop 
MAGNET (Cotton or Silk). 
JOHN A. ROEBLING SON'S CO. 

Trenton. N. J. 

INDEX OF 
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The 

LYNCH 
METALLIZED 
RESISTO 

k\Vr+%ro, 

The old carbon lamp con- 
sumed more current to give 
less light. Tungsten, which 
is metal, proved more effi- 
cient, more dependable. 
Metal long has been 
recognized as the most effi- 
cient of electrical conduc- 
tors. The Lynch Metallized 
Resistor gives non -arcing, 
conductive resistance. It 
marks as great an advance 
as did the tungsten lamp. 

Arthur H. Lynch 

FIXED RESISTOR 

G,ax.Nk 
NEW YORK N.Y 

PRICES: - 
.25 to 10 Megohms .50 
above .01 to .24 " .75 
.001 to .01 " $1.00 
Single Mounting .35 

Warranted - 
Absolutely Noiseless 

Permanently Accurate 
Dependable V 

COMPRISING a concentrated metal- 
lized deposit one -thousandth of an 

inch thick upon a glass core and sealed 
within a glass tube, each LYNCH 
METALLIZED FIXED. RESISTOR wins in 
the exacting tests of time and service. 
This better -built product has been 
endorsed by leading engineers and ex- 
perimenters and the test laboratories of 
the leading magazines. 

If your dealer cannot supply you, it will 
pay you to wait for the mail -we ship 
postpaid, and Lynch products are sold or 
a money -back guarantee. 

Dealers -Write us! 

ARTHUR H. LYNCH, Inc. 
Manufacturers of Radio Devices 

Fisk Bldg.. Broadway & 57th Street 
New York, N.Y. 

Radio Engineering, July, 1926 

The Power 
of Niagara 

The Quiet f_ 
an Arctic Night 

4 

ABSOLUTELY SILENT OPERATION 
CONSTANT, DEPENDABLE VOLTAGE 

Greater Volume - 'Better Tone 

MAYOLIAN, in addition to giving your receiver silent, unfail- 
ing "B" current right from the light socket, improves tone 

quality and gives more volume because its voltages are adjustable 
to the operating characteristics of any receiver or set of tubes. 
Delivers the highest "B" output -180 Volts! 

Ends Your ttB" Battery Problems Forever 

Mayolian, the laboratory -built prod- 
uct of the pioneers in battery elimi- 
nation, ends forever the expense and 
bother of periodically buying and con- 
necting up fresh "B" batteries. Once 
installed, it switches on or off like an 
electric light. The current is always 
there when you want it, and Mayo- 
lian saves its total cost over again 
every year. 

Each part in Mayolian is made by 

us especially for this Unit. Skillfully 
designed condensers and chokes, and 
a transformer that withstands a full 
100% overload, make it possible for us 
to guarantee Mayolian uncondition- 
ally for one year -provided seals are 
not tampered with. 

Mayolian, employing the dependable 
Raytheon tube, is endorsed by leading 
receiver manufacturers, 
engineers and owners. 

Type 609, 110 Volts, 60 Cycles complete with tube, $55.00 
Type 607, 110 Volts, Direct current, complete . . 25.00 
Type 610, (for Export) 220 Volts, 60 Cycles complete 

with tube 67 50 

Have the nearest Mayolian Dealer 
demonstrate in your home, or write us 

MAYOLIAN RADIO CORPORATION 
Pioneers in Battery Elimination 

1991 BROADWAY NEW YORK, N. Y. 

The "B " Without a Buzz 

Operates at 
half the cost of 

a 25 -Watt 
Tamp 

1'aye ..':i.; 
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"Plug-In B" 

The 220 and 221 

The Shielded Stage 

SM "Plug -In B" 
The Silver -Marshall type 650 -B gives the 

highest power, the best regulation (constant 
output) regardless of number of tubes used, 
and greatest freedom from hum of any power 
supply you can buy. It will supply from 25 
milliamperes at 300 volts to 90 milliamperes at 

190 volts -more than enough for the largest set. In it is incorporated the 
S -M 331 Unichoke- probably the greatest single advance made in "B" 
eliminator design since the Raytheon tube. 

The S -M "Plug -In B" will operate any type of set, no matter what it is. It will handle the largest power tubes (especially the new UX 171 soon 
due), and it will supply "A" and "C" power for audio amplifier tubes, too. 

The "Plug -In B" never runs down, never is noisy -and will give con- 
stant, ample power long after you've spent three or four times its cost 
for dry cells. It is completely assembled, and requires the connection of 
a few wires, using only a screw -driver, to put it in operation. 

Price, with genuine guaranteed Raytheon tube, $35.00. 

The 220 and 221 Audio Transformers 
A Silver -Marshall audio transformer with a guarantee !-nothing less 

than a promise that it's better than anything you've ever heard -bar 
nothing. 

The 220 audio, and 221 output transformers, are designed for the new 
power tubes as well as present day tubes. 

Big, husky, solid -they usher in a new principle in audio equipment - 
the falling high frequency characteristic that means no hiss or noise - 
and quality such as you've simply never heard. 

A pair of 220's and a 221 put into your present set will convince you of 
what radio reception can be. And remember, these transformers are 
unconditionally guaranteed to give better quality than any audio amplifier 
you've ever heard -resistance, impedance, any type at all. $6.00 

SHIELDED STAGES 
The new Silver -Marshall No. 631 shielded stage unit incorporates all necessary 

parts for an R. F. amplifier or detector stage for any wavelength. The 631 unit it 
supplied with pierced aluminum shield, 316A condenser, 515 coil socket, 511 tube 
socket and I/ mfd. condenser. May be used as detector, R. F. stage, oscillator, wave 
trap -almost anything. Price $7.75. 

For use with any S -M coil, No. 561 stage shield, 7%2 by 5 
by 33/4 inches with removable top and bottom, $1.50. 

Silver -Marshall, Inc., 
854 West Jackson Blvd., 
Chicago, U. S. A. 
Please send me "The Secret of 
Quality" without cost. 

Name 

Street 

City 

SILVER -MARSHALL, Inc. 
854 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A. 

"THE SECRET OF QUALITY" 
Have you your copy of "The Secret of Quality "? This book 

tells you simply and concisely, how to get the most out of your 
audio amplifier -how to get real quality. It contains labora- 
tory data never before available even to many manufacturers. 
It is the only authoritative treatise on all types of audio am- 
plification written in non -technical language ever published. 

It's free! Ask your dealer for a copy or send in the coupon. 

SILVER MARSHALL.' 
Ml W. JACKSON SOUL. CNICAOO. Ub.A. 

U 
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B -POWER UNIT 
Undoubtedly this new Dongan B -Power Unit (1 transformer 
and 2 chokes) represents the highest point yet reached in 

the successful elimination of B Batteries. Built in strict 
accordance with Dongan's exacting specifications, this compact, smooth -operating 

B -Power Unit assures efficient B -Power when built according to instructions. 

In addition to this model Dongan builds various designs of both cased and uncased 

transformers and chokes for use with all types of Full and Half -Wave Rectifying 

Tubes. 

No. 1582 for Standard 
Raytheon Tube $ 1 1.00 

lint. 

Orders filled direct from factory if dealer cannot supply you. 

Set Mfgs.- Complete information and prices upon request. 

Special Transformers for Trickle Chargers. 

No. 117 Semi -cased. 

New Models Audio Transformers 
FOR 

SET MANUFACTURERS 
Those Set Mfgs. who have solved the problem of production and marketing are 

turning. in even greater numbers, to the time -proved principles of Dongan Audio 

Transformers. They recognize the superior qualities of design and manufacture 

in Dongan products. It is to be expected that Dongan's 15 years' experience in 

the quantity production of quality transformers should place Dongan in the lead 

in audio transformer requirements. 

No. I 17 Audio Transformer, for instance, is a semi -cased job offering to the Set 

Mfg. the economy of an unmounted article and the advantages of an inclosed, 

handsome transformer for use in the highest -grade sets. And No. 1 1 7 is but one 

of several new designs, all refinements of last year's models. There is a Dongan 

Audio Transformer for every possible set requirement. Get engineering data and 

samples immediately. 

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. 
2995 -3001 Franklin St. Detroit, Mich. 

QQ TRANSFORMERS of MERIT for FIFTEEN YEARS 80, 
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AmerTran DeLuxe 
In two typen $10.00 each 

AMERTRAN 
.Typer AF-7 and AF-6 

AmerTran audio transformers Tyluu AF -7 and AF -6 lute been considered for yearn among the traders In audio amplification. These Iwpu lar and efficient modela may now be purchased at a considerable saving In coat. Types AF -7 
(ratio 3!,:11 -AF -6 (ratio 5:1) . . 55.00 each 

The 
AMERTRAN Power Transformer 

I ype PF -52, 65 VA-60 cycles 
110, 118 125 -525 -8 4 -8 4 

T>Im PF -52 is Intended for use lu cuutert lug the atandatd 110 toil, Gu cycle alternating Itou lighti ug current tu a higher lotisse fur the plat, and low tultagea for filament auIPI). 
AmerTran Power Transformer type PP -45 Is an- other transformer of the AC power type. auutlar to tyre PF -52 except that It has a plate winding for 450 roll. At' and i without metal ground shield between the prttnar> and reeondary wlmdm- 

Pilee. Type PF.52. 518.00 -Type PF -05. 515.00 

The New AMERCHOKE 
Type 854 

Type 051 t+ a aeleutllically drat:trrd ImNvta oc. 
or hoke roll of general utility deeigned poi marli) fur une in filter circuits. A. an output 
impedance for by- Itarrltts direct runlet Oxon the loudspeaker It 6 fu.t u enteient and more 
trunomical than alt output tra efurmer. When 
ueel with a I mfd. for greateri fixed cmden -or. 
the tone quell() e.luala that of the best output 
transformer. 1X. saturation is prevented bt 
two adjustable butt houe. ut the rote. $6.00 each 

FOR more than twenty -five years, the American Transformer Company has specialized in the manufacture of transformers. The transformers used by Marconi in his first trans -Atlantic tests in 1904 were made by this Company. 

In 1921 the AmerTran Audio Transformer set a definite standard of excellence in its field. 

When the new AmerTran DeLuxe Audio Transformer was recently in- troduced it put the "audio side" ahead of broadcasting facilities and reproducing instruments. Faithful amplification with natural quality thus, has again established AmerTran as the mark of a new standard of ex- 
cellence. Combined with the new tubes, cone speakers, and clear signals 
from the detector tube, the AmerTran DeLuxe will reproduce natural volume over the entire audible range. 

And now, as Radio Reception is further simplified and refined, the American Transformer Company offers another major contribution. 
The AmerTran Power Transformer and the AmerChoke make it pos- 
sible and economical to use the new 71/2 volt power tubes in the last 
audio stage. The filament of this tube is lighted direct from this trans- 
former. The Power Transformer also has a filament supply winding for 
the rectifying tube and supplies sufficient plate current, after rectifica- 
tion, for the operation of the set. 

As the receiving set of the future is destined to be power operated - 
the American Transformer Company offers the above apparatus as units 
which in quality and design are best adapted for the type of audio 
amplifier required. 

For use in building, experimenting and manufacturing -these new Amer- 
Tran Radio Products assure dependability and satisfaction -and furnish 
the most advanced construction in practical radio. 

Write for descriptive booklet entitled "Improving the Audio Amplifier ". 

American Transformer Company 
178 Emmet Street, Newark, N.J. 

"Transformer builders for over twenty -five years." 

SOLD ONLY AT' 

AUTHORIZED AMERTRAN DEALERS 
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